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The planes of the Dungeons & Dragons roleplaying game constitute the multiverse in which the game takes
place.. In the earliest versions of Dungeons & Dragons, the concept of the Inner, Ethereal, Prime Material,
Astral, and Outer Planes was introduced; at the time there were only four Inner Planes and no set number of
Outer Planes.This later evolved into the Great Wheel cosmology.
Plane (Dungeons & Dragons) - Wikipedia
Photosynthesis is a process used by plants and other organisms to convert light energy into chemical energy
that can later be released to fuel the organisms' activities. This chemical energy is stored in carbohydrate
molecules, such as sugars, which are synthesized from carbon dioxide and water â€“ hence the name
photosynthesis, from the Greek Ï†á¿¶Ï‚, phÅ•s, "light", and ÏƒÏ•Î½Î¸ÎµÏƒÎ¹Ï‚ ...
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